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After a brief pause, Juvia stood up. “All of you are dismissed. Be on standby 
and await my orders.” 

The woman in the leather suit asked, “Sis, what are you going to do?” 

Juvia replied, “Although that universe is a mere extension, it’s not as low class 
when it has that thing around! That Alex guy possessed something from the 
Chi universe, so I’m suspecting that someone from the Chi universe is 
supporting him.” 

“Someone from the Chi universe? Who could it be?” 

“No matter who it is, he’ll only fail. That Cheryl girl is our key to success. I plan 
on using the Life Substitution Spirit and force my way through the barrier, then 
enter Cheryl’s body to replace her!” 

The Undead Queen’s sister is called Aria. She was very shocked upon 
hearing this news. 

“You must not, Sister! You only have one Life Substitution Spirit. If anything 
happens, you will lose it forever.” 

“Besides, it’ll take way too much energy to cross barriers to the depths of that 
Diffracted Universe, then entering a human body no less! Your soul would be 
too weak by then, and you’d be helpless when facing any danger.” 

“No worries, I have observed that woman for quite a while. The environment 
over there is completely different from here. It’s very peaceful. Moreover, that 
woman has a special relationship with Alex. Even if I am weak, I wouldn’t be 
in danger.” 

Aria knew that there was no stopping her sister. More importantly, the incident 
at Aojo Bay was too major to ignore. They really did need to speed things up. 

*** 

When Alex found Cheryl, she was having dinner with her grandparents at that 
time. 



Although there was a lot of spiritual energy within the Yukon dungeon, that 
was not enough to satiate their hunger, especially for the elders. They were 
too old to train now, but they were still strong enough to live for another 
hundred years with Alex’s pills and Cheryl’s good care. 

Seeing Alex’s arrival, Cheryl visibly froze up. She obviously had not expected 
him here. She knew that she wasn’t noticeable in this place, as she had never 
been interested in fighting. The woman hadn’t even gotten used to this 
sudden change in lifestyle. Many other common folks felt the same as well. 

Their peaceful world instantly turned into an extreme warzone, putting their 
lives in grave danger. Yet they couldn’t even protect themselves. They were 
powerless within such battles. Even the governments they trusted most didn’t 
have the strength to protect the citizens. 

It felt as if they were living through the end of the world over and over again. It 
was a privilege to live within Yukon, hence many fought to get a place within 
the sanctuary. It was the safest place in the world, after all. 

“Why are you here?” Cheryl actually felt a pang of nervousness. 

Alex felt even more anxious than her as she questioned, his eyes fixated on 
her. 

James smiled while standing at the side. “Oh, you little lovebirds, can’t you be 
a little more modest around us elders? Don’t french kiss now, alright? Your 
grandmother won’t be able to take it if she sees that.” 

Granny Coney immediately jumped out to object “Who said so? Isn’t it normal 
to kiss? Come on and kiss, you two! Let him see what true romance looks like! 
This old man has been old – fashioned his whole life. I couldn’t even get the 
romance I wanted during my youth because of him!” 

Cheryl’s face turned red. “Grandma…” 

“Oh, what are you being shy for? I’ll say we elders don’t even hope for 
anything else. We just want to see you both get married and give birth to 
some children! That’ll be our last wish!” 

“You know how messy the world is now, so I don’t think you’d be able to get 
married any time soon, so just go straight into making some babies then! 



What say you, Alex? Can you grant this old lady’s wish? Give me a deadline, 
will you?” 

Alex grinned and picked Cheryl up. “Grandma, we’ll be doing that right away. I 
guarantee that you’ll have a grandchild by next year.” 

After that, he dashed off with Cheryl in his arms. 

Granny Coney laughed. “Be careful now, don’t trip, okay? Try to make it: 
double! It’d be great to have twins!” 
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“Hey, you… What are you doing? Are you not embarrassed?” 

Cheryl instantly felt her face burning up when Alex carried her bridal style and 
rushed off in front of her grandparents. 

‘They must think that he’s horny!’ 

Alex caressed her curvy body while holding her, laughing out loud. “I’m just 
following your grandma’s orders so that you can give birth to twins next year! 
You know how hard that task is. It’s not like we can succeed in one go. That’s 
why we have to start early.” 

“You’re… Unbelievably shameless!” 

“Why would I want to maintain my dignity in front of my lover? All I want is 
you!” Alex then bent to kiss her on her cherry lips. 

In reality, Alex genuinely liked her a lot. He especially liked the back of this 
beautiful doctor, and he couldn’t possibly resist her because of this. Despite 
having a history with many other beauties, she had the best rear out of all of 
them. Hence, he would always grope that area whenever he had the chance 
to, like now. 

As their lips separated, Cheryl’s face still remained burning hot. Yet Alex kept 
whispering into her ears, making her feel weak with his flirty words. 

“You… You’re so annoying!” 



“How are you naughtier every time I see you?” 

Seeing how shy she was, Alex felt heated up as well. Unable 
to search control himself, he placed his hand onto his private parts as well. 

Just then, a thought came to his mind. If the Undead Queen used the Blood 
Bound to track what was happening over at Cheryl’s side, she would likely cut 
the bound once she saw them making love. However, this would only work if 
she wasn’t aroused too. 

‘Hmm, I wonder if she can feel it too?’ 

‘If she connected her touch to Cheryl, the sensation would be sent to her 
nerves too. Then I’m able to guarantee that she’d cut ties, else that would 
mean she’s being…’ 

‘Wait, but what if she enjoys it?! Doesn’t that mean I’ll be the one with 
something to lose?’ 

Thinking about this, he chuckled to himself as well. 

As the Undead Queen, that woman had likely lived for tens of thousands of 
years, so she would be a thousand year old single demon in reality. She was 
probably uninterested in love or sex, so he considered this a pretty good plan. 

All rooms within the Yukon sanctuary had already been distributed 
accordingly. Alex also figured that his own place would not be safe either. So 
the safest place they could go to was the Cleansing Vase. However, if Cheryl 
was currently connected to the Undead Queen, it would be a bad move as he 
would be exposing his secret about the vase. Something bad might even 
happen if he were to bring the blood of the Undead Queen inside. 

Alex tried to look around and suddenly noticed one of the mountain peaks that 
seemed quite far from them. He knew that there was a pond there. Add to 
that, the pond was actually a hot spring and was also above the corner of one 
of the spiritual meridians. It was literally the best place for couples to go on a 
date. 

Using Instant Teleportation, Alex and Cheryl appeared right above the hot 
springs. They landed right on the surface of the warm waters, surrounded by 
steam. 
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Looking at the hot springs beneath her, Cheryl was shocked. “Why are we 
here?” 

Alex smirked. “What do you think about this place? Zero disturbance while 
being on a date, right? Besides, I’ve been in lockdown for days, and I haven’t 
been able to take a shower since then. Do you mind washing my back or 
something?” 

Cheryl knew that the man was just making up an excuse to do unspeakable 
things to her. Yet she realized that she didn’t mind one bit, rather she was 
quite excited about it. 

That was just how love worked for her. 

“Alright then. I want you to wash me too.” 

“No problem, love. We have to help each other, and I don’t mind washing 
anywhere you want…” Alex said softly as he bit her ear gently. This made her 
shiver instantly while her beautiful eyelashes fluttered. 

The two jumped into the pond with a loud splash right there and then. 

“Hey, you… What are you doing? Are you not embarrassed?” 

Cheryl instantly felt her face burning up when Alex carried her bridal style and 
rushed off in front of her grandparents. 

‘They must think that he’s horny!’ 

Alex caressed her curvy body while holding her, laughing out loud. “I’m just 
following your grandma’s orders so that you can give birth to twins next year! 
You know how hard that task is. It’s not like we can succeed in one go. That’s 
why we have to start early.” 

“You’re… Unbelievably shameless!” 

“Why would I want to maintain my dignity in front of my lover? All I want is 
you!” Alex then bent to kiss her on her cherry lips. 

In reality, Alex genuinely liked her a lot. He especially liked the back of this 
beautiful doctor, and he couldn’t possibly resist her because of this. Despite 
having a history with many other beauties, she had the best rear out of all of 



them. Hence, he would always grope that area whenever he had the chance 
to, like now. 

As their lips separated, Cheryl’s face still remained burning hot. Yet Alex kept 
whispering into her ears, making her feel weak with his flirty words. 

“You… You’re so annoying!” 

“How are you naughtier every time I see you?” 

Seeing how shy she was, Alex felt heated up as well. Unable 
to search control himself, he placed his hand onto his private parts as well. 

Just then, a thought came to his mind. If the Undead Queen used the Blood 
Bound to track what was happening over at Cheryl’s side, she would likely cut 
the bound once she saw them making love. However, this would only work if 
she wasn’t aroused too. 

‘Hmm, I wonder if she can feel it too?’ 

‘If she connected her touch to Cheryl, the sensation would be sent to her 
nerves too. Then I’m able to guarantee that she’d cut ties, else that would 
mean she’s being…’ 

‘Wait, but what if she enjoys it?! Doesn’t that mean I’ll be the one with 
something to lose?’ 

Thinking about this, he chuckled to himself as well. 

As the Undead Queen, that woman had likely lived for tens of thousands of 
years, so she would be a thousand year old single demon in reality. She was 
probably uninterested in love or sex, so he considered this a pretty good plan. 

All rooms within the Yukon sanctuary had already been distributed 
accordingly. Alex also figured that his own place would not be safe either. So 
the safest place they could go to was the Cleansing Vase. However, if Cheryl 
was currently connected to the Undead Queen, it would be a bad move as he 
would be exposing his secret about the vase. Something bad might even 
happen if he were to bring the blood of the Undead Queen inside. 

Alex tried to look around and suddenly noticed one of the mountain peaks that 
seemed quite far from them. He knew that there was a pond there. Add to 
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that, the pond was actually a hot spring and was also above the corner of one 
of the spiritual meridians. It was literally the best place for couples to go on a 
date. 

Using Instant Teleportation, Alex and Cheryl appeared right above the hot 
springs. They landed right on the surface of the warm waters, surrounded by 
steam. 

Looking at the hot springs beneath her, Cheryl was shocked. “Why are we 
here?” 

Alex smirked. “What do you think about this place? Zero disturbance while 
being on a date, right? Besides, I’ve been in lockdown for days, and I haven’t 
been able to take a shower since then. Do you mind washing my back or 
something?” 

Cheryl knew that the man was just making up an excuse to do unspeakable 
things to her. Yet she realized that she didn’t mind one bit, rather she was 
quite excited about it. 

That was just how love worked for her. 

“Alright then. I want you to wash me too.” 

“No problem, love. We have to help each other, and I don’t mind washing 
anywhere you want…” Alex said softly as he bit her ear gently. This made her 
shiver instantly while her beautiful eyelashes fluttered. 

The two jumped into the pond with a loud splash right there and then. 
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Needless to say, they did not wash each other. 

When the warm water-drenched Cheryl’s clothes, it revealed her beautiful 
curves. As Alex was already aroused, the horniness got to his head and made 
him pounce onto her. Their clothes were then completely taken off one by 
one, floating on the water. 

Cheryl still felt quite shy to do this in broad daylight. 



With the Chi in their bodies, the two weren’t scared of holding their breaths, 
and they could even stay underwater for a few days straight. Thus, the two 
doves to the very bottom of the pond. Since there were quite a few water 
outlets down there, the two could enjoy the hot springs fully while being 
drowned in love and lust. That was truly an exceptional experience. 

Worried that the Undead Queen hadn’t arrived, Alex even purposefully went 
on longer, doing every single thing he knew in hopes of chasing away the 
Undead Queen’s Blood Bound. 

*** 

At the same time, Juvia was using a secret spell to separate her Life 
Substitution Spirit from her own soul. She then used a large amount of energy 
to send it through the Great Genbu’s boundary, thrusting it towards her target 
by following that one tiny string of blood connection. 

This Life Substitution Spirit was one of her supernatural powers, where it 
traveled at an unbelievably fast pace. It was even able to disregard the 
passage of time, as it was faster than light speed. 

Right then, it located Yukon and pinpointed exactly where Cheryl was. At the 
same time, the spirit had become rather weak after depleting its energy by 
going through the boundary, plus traveling long distances at such a great 
speed. 

The spirit was still connected to Juvia at the moment, so she knew how weak 
it was. It was as if she might lose this spirit within the gusts of wind. If that 
were to happen, she would be sustaining a tremendous loss. Hence, she 
couldn’t check the situation out before entering the host, Cheryl’s body. She 
had to immediately guide and insert the spirit into her. 

With the Blood Bound intact, she could hide herself within Cheryl’s blood 
easily and didn’t have to worry about her identity being compromised. All she 
had to do now was wait until the spirit strengthened the Undead Queen’s 
blood essence from within, slowly and steadily. When the day would come 
that she was powerful enough, she could demolish the host’s soul, replacing 
her entirely. 

In actuality, the Nagas diagnosed with the Lost Soul Syndrome were also 
manipulated with this method. Cheryl was just the more important piece to the 
plan. 



Whoosh! 

The spirit entered Cheryl’s body and hid. At the same time, she could sense 
everything that Cheryl could. Back then, the Blood bound only allowed her to 
see and hear, but now it was more complete. 

Just then, she noticed that something was off. 

‘What is this feeling?’ 

‘This… Ah, ah…’ 

Juvia, who was at the faraway Undead territory, reacted strongly to the 
sudden sensations. She had never experienced this odd feeling before like 
she could touch the skies. Moreover, the waves of hard thrusting made her 
mind go blank, which made her want to break away but hold onto something 
at the same time… 

Alex had made a wrong assumption just now. 

Although the Undead Queen had lived for a long time, she was absolutely 
unfamiliar with sex, a virgin to be exact. In the end, she finally realized what 
this was. 

‘Those animals!’ 

Juvia spat onto the ground harshly. Since she could feel what Cheryl felt, her 
expression then twisted as well. She then quickly decided to cut the 
connection off. 

Just then, Alex activated the Great Seal Spell within the Ten-Point Forbidden 
Spell out of the blue. Due to her connected senses, Juvia was still in a daze at 
that moment, and she couldn’t act right away. Hence, the connection and her 
spirit ended up getting sealed within Cheryl’s blood. 

The woman was shocked. “What… What’s happening?” 
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‘Has it been… Sealed?’ 



‘How could this happen? My spirit is hidden well, so there’s no way that 
anyone noticed. What is happening here? Argh! This feeling, this… Oh my 
god, what do I do This feels… Weird…’ 

Initially, the Undead Queen was sitting with her legs crossed. Yet she wasn’t 
able to sit still at all now as if her body had become weak. There was this 
unstoppable and amazing sensation rushing up to her head, making her place 
her hand on her stomach. Waves of pleasure made her moan, unable to 
control herself. 

At that time, Aria was outside, guarding the doors for her sister. Hearing such 
weird sounds coming from inside, Aria was confused. ‘What happened to Sis? 
Could she be in trouble?’ 

She pushed the door open and walked right in, only to find that her sister was 
in a very abnormal condition. She was leaning against her throne, her eyes 
closed with her hands in between her thighs. 

“What’s with you, Sister?” Aria asked. 

Juvia opened her eyes, immediately retracting her hands after noticing her 
sister standing there. “No… Nothing, you can head out first!” 

“Sis, you seem off. Has your spell backfired on you?” 

“No.” 

“Did something happen to your spirit then?” 

“I’m not sure yet, but you have to go outside and guard the doors. No matter 
what you hear, do not come in and disrupt me.” 

When she looked at her sister, Aria was filled with doubt, but she knew that it 
wasn’t the right time to ask. Hence, she responded lightly and went out, 
guarding the doors like before. 

Juvia’s face was now painted with a thin layer of red. She endured the 
pleasure with all her might, hoping to cut ties with the Blood Bound. However, 
she couldn’t seem to do so. As a supernatural power, the connection worked 
around the Life Substitution Spirit. Since it wasn’t cut off and sealed away, it 
would be quite a big problem for Juvia. If she forcefully cut ties with it, that 



meant that she had to give up on her Life Substitution Spirit. If that was the 
case, she was unwilling to let go just yet. 

She tried closing off the connection from within the spirit, but she could no 
longer do it at this point. She also realized that the spirit was being sealed off 
by an ancient sealing spell. 

‘This seems like the Great Seal Spell in the Ten-point Forbidden Spell!’ 

‘It’s… Alex Rockefeller!’ 

Juvia had actually noticed Alex and Cheryl inside of the hot springs when her 
spirit reached its destination, but she had no time to lose and sent it in to the 
host without taking a good look. Upon closer inspection, only then did she 
realize what the two were actually doing. 

‘Danm it!’ Juvia gritted her teeth. 

She was familiar with the Ten-point Forbidden Spell as well. It had originated 
from the Chi universe, after all. Hence, she knew she could cut the connection 
once she broke the Great Seal Spell. She repeatedly tried to break through 
but failed every single time. 

‘What’s with this?’ 

‘Isn’t this the Great Seal Spell? I broke through that before, so why can’t I 
now?’ 

‘Is this really the Great Seal Spell?’ 

It took Juvia quite a while to look into it, and she finally realized what was 
different. There was a very distinct trait within Alex’s Great Seal Spell that 
differed from the ones she broke in the past. There was a lotus flower pattern 
on top of his seal. 

‘What is that?’ 

Alex was the only one who knew that one of his three thousand lotus flowers 
trembled slightly when he cast the Great Seal Spell. 

Just then, a stronger sensation came from within Juvia’s body. It wasn’t 
exactly inside her body, but a sensation her spirit received through the Blood 
Bound. 



“Ahhh!!!” 

Juvia let out a long, weird-sounding shriek. Aria, who was still standing 
outside, was very worried, but she remembered her sister’s orders and could 
merely wait out there while panicking on her own. 

After that, everything turned silent. 
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Juvia had no idea that Alex merely used his gut instinct when casting the 
spell, and he didn’t actually know when her Life Substitution Spirit had entered 
Cheryl. Despite this, the sixth sense could be naturally accurate at times. 

Finally, the trembling hot spring water became tranquil once again. The two 
then came back up to the water surface whilst still wading in the warm water. 

Cheryl’s face was entirely beet red, including her body. Her black silky long 
hair was drenched, sticking to her neck and back. She rolled her eyes at Alex 
with a bashful expression. “You’ve really gone crazy today!” 

“But it seemed to me that you enjoyed it a lot, though.” 

“Hug me. I don’t want to think about anything for now.” 

Alex hugged her tight while inspecting her body as well. He did, in fact, seal 
off the special blood in her, but that meant he was also sealing away her 
cultivation skills. Her skills had all originated from her blood, and having been 
sealed, her powers were gone too. 

Because of this, she felt exceedingly tired at that time. 

“Cheryl, remember the poisoned blood you injected yourself with? I’d like to 
tell you something, since I think you have a right to know.” 

Alex then slowly explained to her about her relationship with the Undead 
Queen. 

“Blood Bound?” 



“No wonder I often see weird things.” 

To Cheryl, the Undead Queen was still quite far away from them. Hence, she 
didn’t react much to this news. 

Alex said, “Now that I’ve sealed the blood essence in you, it would be better 
from now on. And I think it’s a good thing that you lost your cultivation powers. 
The Undead Queen is mysterious and very powerful. Her powers aren’t yours, 
to begin with. We can just start over.” 

Cheryl nodded, then asked, “Would I get pregnant?” 

Alex froze. “I’m not sure. It depends on your cycle.” 

“I think it’s possible. Should we do it again just in case?” 

“Again?” 

Later on, Juvia had to endure another wave of those odd sensations. 
Moreover, she couldn’t calm herself due to the fact that his spell had sealed 
off her spirit’s hearing and sight. That meant that she couldn’t see or hear 
what Cheryl does, even with the Blood Bound. The only thing left was touch, 
and she couldn’t break the seal at all. 

*** 

After exiting the hot springs, Lorelei came to report to Alex that a large group 
of people had gathered at the foot of Mount Yukon. They all heard Alex’s 
summoning and came over with the internet’s help. 

There was a shocking amount of people there. 

“Master, I think we have to be careful here.” 

“If our enemies have blended in amongst the crowd, Yukon would no longer 
maintain its peace!” Lorelei said worriedly. 

Alex smiled. “It’s alright. I’m letting them enter the Kala Temple. It’s the last 
Buddhist sanctuary on Earth now, so it’s concentrated with holy energy, along 
with odd law powers. Our enemies would be revealed once they enter.” 

After a brief pause, he said, “Let’s head over now.” 



This was all to increase his own divine power, after all. When they reached 
the foot of the mountain, Alex himself was taken aback too. There were just 
too many people there, completely crowding up the area. Everyone started 
shouting in joy when Alex showed up. 

“Silence! Silence!” 

“I know that everyone came here to learn a few skills, to protect your homes.” 

“I promise all of you that I will not be limiting my disciples. Everyone can learn 
Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation!” 

With a wave of his hand, Alex opened up the gates to the Kala Temple. The 
huge crowd immediately started queueing up at the entrance. 

Just then, a golden light shone through the skies, and someone seemed to 
have joined them as well. 

“Amitabha! I’ve arrived again!” 
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The visitor was a friend. In fact, it was Pindola. 

Alex had seen Pindola standing by the side of Ksitigarbha in Ksitigarbha’s 
memory fragment, fighting the Undying Clan alongside him. Later, when he 
was in trouble on the island, Pindola appeared in reality, and Alex realized 
that Pindola had been sealed in the Soul Collection Coffin by the Ksitigarbha 
without dying. After thousands of years, Pindola awakened, helped Alex 
relieve the situation, and passed him a message stating that he would go to 
the broken Siddhartha realm before returning and following Alex. 

“You have returned, Your Holiness!” Alex was overjoyed, this was one of his 
own, and he was a formidable opponent. 

“I’m back, Amitabha Buddha!” 

Pindola’s reappearance was a good thing. It was a good thing. So many 
people had come to Alex to learn Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation 



because Alex was about to leave for the Beast King Pool. Allowing Pindola to 
assist those people in growing their cultivation should be a good thing. 

Right at that moment. 

At the back of Alex’s head, a green light shone. 

“Pindola!” exclaimed Shelly as she dashed out of Alex’s mind palace. 

Pindola froze for a long moment before respectfully saying, “Greetings, 
Starlord!” 

Alex turned to face Shelly. 

How could she be referred to as a Starlord? Again, what kind of Starlord was 
she? Hundred Transformations Starlord? 

“There’s no need to be polite, the Siddhartha realm has been demoted, what 
kind of Starlord am I?” Shelly said with a bitter smile. 

“Starlord, you need not worry about this, the Siddhartha realm has been 
downgraded and shrunken, but it is not eternal. As long as the west reopens, 
the incense flourishes, there is still a chance to restore back to its original and 
move on to the next level,” Pindola folded his hands. 

“You went to the Siddhartha realm? How is it now?” Shelly inquired. 

Pindola expressed his dissatisfaction with the situation with a shake of his 
head. 

“Miserable!” 

“Basically, the Siddhartha realm is as good as having vanished, having been 
partially taken by the nether realm and the other half lost too.” 

“Can’t seem to find it? What does this imply?” 

“Have you heard about the Chi Universe?” Pindola probed again. 

Shelly shook her head, saying she had never heard of it before. 

“This time, I went to Siddhartha realm and met a woman,” Pindola explained. 



Shelly sneered and said, “What’s the harm in meeting a woman? You’re a 
monk, right? Do you want to marry her and have a child with her?” 

Pindola answered, “Amitabha Buddha! Starlord is joking. I encountered this 
weird woman not from our universe but from the Chi Universe. I learned from 
her mouth that our universe, dubbed the Diffracted Universe, is only a 
derivative of the Chi Universe.” 

“There is another higher universe. I am aware of that,” Shelly said, frowning. 
“But to suggest that we are only a derivative of that universe is a bit far-
fetched, right?” 

“I’ve also heard of an even more disturbing news,” Pindola added. 

“What’s the news? Since when did you learn how to create such suspense?” 

“I heard there’s more than one Diffracted Universe.” 

“Whoa. This is…” 

Alex was stunned this time. It turned into a mind-blowing experience all of a 
sudden. 

“When I was younger, I used to think that Earth was simply a small planet in 
the limitless starry sky and that there must be many other planets suited for 
human habitation, however, once I began cultivation, I realized that there was 
indeed numerous worlds ideal for human habitation.” 

“I was also told later that there was a higher universe.” 
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In Pompeii Fairyland’s secret realm. 

An elderly woman vomited blood and collapsed to the ground, sternly 
addressing the group of companions in front of her, “You’ve gone too far, vile 
and shameless, do you believe you’ll be able to reach the core layer without 
difficulty after passing this level? Don’t be fooled, there are numerous 
authorities here, the formations are connected, and there are numerous 



curses, without me, you will not reach the end, and you will not receive the 
treasures and opportunities.” 

“Old Lady Peach, it’s not that we’re unkind, but we can’t do it!” said a middle-
aged man. 

Another guy spoke up as well, “Who dares to carry you? The formation here is 
already full of crises and constraints, several stages have lowered our 
cultivation level, and we can’t even walk without gasping. Who can afford to 
carry you? Isn’t that equivalent to just dying?” 

“That’s right, Old Lady Peach, just rest and recuperate here, and we’ll take 
you away when we return.” 

Cecelia’s grandmother was Old Lady Peach. Her group of accomplices 
consisted entirely of old acquaintances. When it came to life and death 
situations, however, people’s true colors emerged, and no one was eager to 
aid. 

Old Lady Peach chuckled and said, “Allow me to rest and recover here? In my 
current state, am I able to hide from those puppets? Are you still here, waiting 
to die? Hahaha, I can see that each and every one of you, despite your good 
intentions and integrity, is a hypocrite…” 

During the conversation. 

Steps could be heard on the other side of the corridor. The footsteps were 
intense. Some of their expressions abruptly shifted. 

“This is not good. Those things are catching up.” 

“Run, run!” 

A group of people rapidly went ahead without bothering about Old Lady 
Peach. 

Old Lady Peach’s eyes flashed between dread and lunacy as she laughed 
hysterically, “Bullshit friendship, bullshit morale! And since you’re all unkind, 
don’t blame me for being unrighteous, you… None of you can escape!” 

She cackled out loud. 



Those pounding footsteps on the other side grew closer and closer. Someone 
among the folks running away let out a horrible scream, one filled with intense 
misery. 

“Ahh!!!” 

“What have you done to my body, Old Lady Peach?” 

“My skin is decaying…” 

“It’s the witch’s poison. It’s the witch cult’s poison!” 

“I’m not sure when this old dangerous creature gave us the witch’s poison…” 

“Return and save her!” 

This smothering horde of people! 

There were many treacherous situations approaching behind them, including 
the murderous puppets that existed in the secret realm of Pompeii Fairyland, 
which was difficult to deal with. However, if they did not save Old Lady Peach, 
they would be poisoned alive. And on the other hand, fighting the puppets 
would give them a chance to live. 

“Don’t allow the poison on us to take effect, Old Lady Peach! We’ll be there to 
save you right away!” 

There were perhaps a dozen of them in the group. 

They were all outsiders from the universe with high cultivation stages and 
countless magical treasures, many of which were meant to be left behind for 
use in critical moments, something to save their lives. But as they could no 
longer hide them, they had to use them in advance and used them to protect 
Old Lady Peach. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

It was a significant battle, a fight that made everyone’s heart throb 
inexplicably. Although the puppet was defeated, the cost of it was too high. All 
of this could have been saved at one point. 

Old Lady Peach chuckled evilly and turned to face the group, saying, “Look, 
isn’t it a simple task? Alright now, which of you will come over and carry me? 



You cannot allow anything to happen to me, and as long as you leave this 
place safely, I will then naturally give you all the poison. Otherwise, it will be a 
mutated witch’s poison, and there will be no way to unlock your poison even if 
the witch herself comes.” 

The people in the group were stuck and unhappy but had no other choice. 
Who dared to carry a toxic old fella like her? 

The audience exchanged angry glances, but there was nothing they could do. 
Even if they were hesitant, they could only do as they were instructed, and 
eventually, everyone discussed and took turns carrying. 

“Hmph!” 

“You folks think I’m the plague god, don’t you?” said the old woman. 

“Look, I remember each and every one of your attitudes, so don’t come asking 
me when the time comes to poison. Hmm… I’m still able to detoxify the 
person who’ll be carrying me at any moment. But if anyone gets poisoned 
suddenly when danger hits unexpectedly, they can only blame themselves”. 
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The atmosphere was chilly to the bone. Someone immediately jumped to the 
fore and asked to carry Old Lady Peach. 

In fact, they were a part of the joint expedition. Initially, there were many 
people with a total of close to three hundred, which was quite a large number, 
and each one of them was excellent. However, in the core area of Pompeii 
Fairyland, there were many formations and no one knew why such complex 
and dangerous formations were laid here, so the people who went in were 
forcibly separated by the formation. 

One of the dozens of groups inside was the lot with Old Lady Peach. 

At this precise moment in the Pompeii Fairyland’s entrance. A man and two 
stunning women dashed over. Alex, Lena, and Cecelia were among those 
who showed up. 

“This is the entrance to Pompeii Fairyland.” Lena exclaimed. 



“Can you sense your grandmother’s direction now, Cecelia?” Alex asked her. 

“I can just detect the approximate position,” Cecelia explained, “But it’s a little 
fuzzy when I arrive here, actually.” 

She took a jade medal from her bag. This was the source of her perception 
talent. 

“The formations here are quite powerful,” Lena explained, “And word has it 
that even divine emperors will become lost and unable to extricate themselves 
once they are inside. That’s why my advice is to use the formations here to 
deal with the Undying Clan. Otherwise, the weaker formations are worthless,” 
she added. 

Cecelia felt a little dazed as she listened to Lena’s speech. Until recently, she 
was still perplexed about Lena’s identity. “Are you going to have to face the 
Undying Clan? Where has the Undying Clan vanished?” 

“They’ve always been there,” Lena sighed. 

“It’s just that you guys don’t know it,” Alex remarked. 

“They’ll be able to break past the obstacles in as little as six months! Okay, 
let’s go in and look for your grandmother first.” 

Following their arrival in Pompeii Fairyland, the scene in front of them was 
quite different. 

It was a cultivated fairyland surrounded by divine mountains and oceans. 
Even the sight of divine cranes soaring could be seen in the sky. 

“There’s someone there!” Cecelia exclaimed as she pointed to a big platform 
in front of her, where several people stood or sat chatting as if they were 
waiting for someone. 

“It should be strangers from the universe defending here,” Alex explained, 
“And that side might be the genuine entry.” 

“But how can we go in with someone there?” Cecelia wondered. 

“Just go straight in,” Alex said with a smile. 

He paused for a moment and then turned away. A disguise… 



When he turned around again after a while, his appearance shocked Lena 
and Cecelia. It was a significant change. Alex assumed the appearance of a 
middle-aged man at this point. 

This visage was actually one of the five outsiders who had cheated the 
Immortal-slaying Sword Formation and entered Yukon by using the strange 
stone to suppress their cultivation in Yukon. This was due to the fact that Alex 
had become a well-known figure. People recognized him everywhere he went. 

Cecelia was then given a disguise by him. Lena, on the other hand, was her 
usual self, and it didn‘t matter. 

“Let’s go!” 

Alex swaggered over with the two women in tow. The trio had a good scout 
around when they got to the station. 

“Where are your elders in the sect? Have they all gone in?” Alex asked right 
away. 
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The person rolled his eyes and said, “What‘s your name? Talking so loudly… 
Tell me your name and where you’re from, and I’ll see if you’re qualified to 
stand here.” 

Slap! 

Alex slapped him across the face. It was unnerving to be in Alex’s presence 
since his hand was powerful. It shattered half of his facial bones, and he spat 
out many teeth. Luckily, he was not unconscious. 

Normally, the face would not be the first targeted spot to be hit. 

Alex’s blow made the man very angry. He yelled and wanted to fight Alex. 

“Don’t be impulsive!” said someone close to him as he rapidly pulled him 
back. 



The man said, “How can I not be impulsive when he dares to smack me in the 
face? How can I not fight back if I, Firmino, have never been punched in the 
face before, and he is the first…” 

At this point, his friend communicated to him, “If you want to die, I won’t pull 
you, but do you know who he is? He is the sect master of the Ghost King 
Sect!” 

What the hell was going on?! 

The man’s scalp tingled as soon as he heard that. 

The sect master of the Ghost King Sect was said to be vicious and ruthless. A 
single annoyance would wipe out the entire clan. This individual had a divine 
power that allowed him to kill a person while also linking him to nine clans, 
killing nine generations of blood relatives in an instant, no matter where the 
person was. 

Was the person in front of the sect master of the Ghost King Sect? 

That’s true. Alex was the previous sect master of the Ghost King Sect in 
disguise. Now he was no longer alive. He died under the Immortal-slaying 
Sword Formation. 

Poof! 

“Senior, spare my life, I didn’t mean to, I didn’t realize it was you, I insulted 
senior, I deserve to die, I deserve to be beaten…” Firmino fell down and kept 
kowtowing to apologize, banging the bones in his forehead to the point of 
shattering. 

Slap, slap, slap! 

This guy was a slugger. 

Firmino was slapped into a pig’s head in the blink of an eye. “What about the 
question I just asked you?” Alex asked angrily. 

What kind of inquiry? 

Firmino was not paying attention just now. Now, he was even more terrified 
and could not remember anything. The person next to him assisted in 
answering, “Senior, our elders in the sect, indeed they all went in.” 



“How many went in?” Alex inquired. 

“Four hundred and sixty-three people.‘’ the man said. 

Alex was taken aback by the sheer number of people. “How did they get in?” 
Alex inquired once more. 

The man was a little hesitant. 

“Say it!” Alex shouted, looking at the kowtowing man. That individual did not 
waste any time pointing out the passage’s entrance… It turned out that they 
had camouflaged the entrance to the passage with treasure, so it’s no 
surprise it was not discovered when they arrived. 

“Since you’re sincere, I’ll let you off the hook today!” Alex said, grabbed Lena 
and Cecelia, and walked into the corridor through the disclosed entrance. 

Once they’ve gotten inside. It was once again cut off from the outer world. 

Cecelia asked, “Who are you pretending to be? Why are those people so 
terrified of your appearance?” 

“I’m not sure,” Alex continued, “But it appears to be… Ghost King Sect 
individuals.” 

Cecelia’s feet slipped, and she nearly fell. Lena extended a hand to her. Then, 
Cecelia was able to stand firm. 

“What‘s the matter with you?” 

 


